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INTRODUCTION 
A C' VECTOR field (r 2 1) on a smooth connected compact manifold without boundary M”, 
generates a C-flow; that is, a one-parameter sub-group (4 t } tER of the C’ diffeomorphisms of the 
manifold. By taking t = 1, there is defined a mapping Exp from the C’ fields on M” to the identity 
component of Diff’(M). In [5], J. Palis shows that for any r, the image of Exp omits open sets 
arbitrarily closed to the identity, and in [6], that the image in Diff’(M) even of all integrable Co 
vector fields which are Lipschitz at the zeroes, is of hrst category. 
When a diffeomorphism F is in the image of Exp; (when F “embeds in a flow”); the centralizer 
Z(F) of F is of dimension at least one. This inspires the question, which diffeomorphisms have 
zero-dimensional centralizer? We shall understand F to have zero-dimensional centralizer if the 
subgroup Z(F) = {GIFG = GF} C Diff’(M”) intersects some CO-open neighbourhood of the 
identity in the identity alone: (Z(F) is “Co-discrete”). In this note we take the case that F is a C” 
Morse-Smale diffeomorphism, (defined in [7]) and prove the following main result. 
THEOREM. Let MS denote the set of C” Morse-Smale difleomorphisms of M”, n > 1. Then 
MS > 9 such that 
(i) for every F E 9, Z(F) is Co-discrete 
(ii) 9 is C--dense (hence C”-dense, k 20) 
(iii) 9 is P-open. 
The topologies throughout are those of uniform convergence of mappings and their derivatives 
up to the indicated order. Note that this is a theorem about C” diffeomorphisms, not C’ 
diff eomorphisms. 
COROLLARY 1. The set of C” difieomorphisms which do not embed in C” flows is C’-generic. 
For the circle, N. Kopell in [3] has proved the above result, indeed with 9 being C*-open. The 
method of proof of this paper can be applied to give a C*-open 9 on M” when n > 2, but apparently 
not C2-openness for surfaces M*. There are examples (to appear) which show 9 does not 
necessarily contain a Cl-open set. 
In 91, which concerns the density statement, a dense subset of MS is found for which Z(F) is 
not only discrete, but in fact Z(F) = {F’lk E Z}. 
COROLLARY 2. In MS, the set of difleomorphisms without a root of any order (>l) is (C”) 
dense. 
I do not know if “having no roots” is generic, even in MS. 
I would like to particularly thank M. Hirsch and J. Palis for very helpful conversations, and 
also N. Kopell, who is the progenitor of most of these ideas. I would also like to thank the referee 
for pointing out how to overcome an error in the proof of the density lemma. 
$1. DENSITY 
We first state some known facts (see 171) about C-MS diffeomorphisms. If a point w E fl has 
period k, it is called a sink (source) if the eigenvalues of II( are all inside (outside) the unit 
circle. The union of the stable manifolds W”(S) of the sinks {S} is an open dense subset of M”, 
and in particular, there is a sink S and a source N such that there is a transition orbit 
{F’(x,,)li E Z} joining them; thus, cu(x,) = orbit of N and 0(x,,) = orbit of S. 
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If G, and Gz are C” diffeomorphisms commuting with a fixed MS diffeomorphism F, they 
satisfy the following 
IDENTITY PRINCIPLE. [l, 31 If G, = G2 on an open set of M”, then G1 = Gt. 
Throughout his paper we shall restrict attention to the Cl-open, C--dense class 9 of MS 
diffeomorphisms F having the following two properties. 
Let N(S) be any source (sink) of period k, and {h,}Y=, the eigenvalues of DF* at N(S). Then 
(i) there are no relations of the form Ai = l? A? (with ni 20 and Znj z 1) 
j=l 
j+i 
(ii) different orbits of sources and sinks have different eigenvalues. 
Condition (i) ensures firstly that, by applying the linearisation theorem of 181, there is a 
coordinate G: W’(S)-, R” for which L = gFkg-’ is linear; and secondly (since all the 
eigenvalues are different) that this linear map is semisimple and its linear centralizer L is abelian 
of dimension . It follows from this that if G is any diffeomorphism commuting with F satisfying 
G(S) = S, then gGg_’ E % (see [31). 
Although neither FL nor G need fix N, analogous tatements can be made for N, providing 
suitable coordinates are chosen. We suppose that F has period 1 on N, and w.1.g. that 1 2 k. Let 
iN, F(N), . . . , F’-‘(N)} be the orbit of N, so that F acts by the cyclic permutation of order 1, and 
FL by its kth power. For the action of FL there are therefore m 2 1 equivalence classes, where m 
is the order of ZllZ modulo the subgroup generated by [k]. Choosing representatives 
N1, . . . , N,,, for these cosets, we may reindex the orbit of N by putting Ni’ = (Fk)‘(Ni) for 
05 j <(I/m), 1 I i 5 m [(f/m) = p is the order of F’ on N]. We may choose N = NF. 
By a preceding remark, there is a coordinate gi on W”(Ni0) in which (Fk)P is a fixed linear 
map LN: then we choose the coordinate g! on W” (Ni’) to be gi 0 (Fk)P-’ for 1 I j < p. It is easily 
checked that in these coordinates, Fk is the identity except from W”(Niq to Wp(N’), where it is 
g,(F”)gi-’ = LN. 
Suppose G commutes with F, and G(N,q = A?). Then giGg,-’ = gi(Fk)“-‘G(Fk)‘-Pg~-’ = 
g/G&‘)- , i, j as above. 
In other words, in the coordinates gi’, G is the same map, commutes with LN, and hence again 
is contained in the n-dimensional belian group %., = Z(LN) C GL(n). In the following, these 
coordinates are used throughout. 
DENSITY LEMMA. {F E MS fl 5? 1 Z(F) = (Fkjk E z} is dense in the C” topology. 
Proof. For the action of L on R “, a point whose coordinates on every eigenspace are nonzero 
(for example) has an open dense orbit in R” on which % acts faithfully; consequently we may 
suppose the transition orbit to be chosen so that g(xO) is such a point. Then the action mapping 
% -j M” by z +g-‘zg(x,) identifies a(small enough) neighborhood system of x0 in M”, with the 
neighborhood system generating the standard topology of %. 
Let U’ be a closed neighborhood of I E ?& such that all its L-translates are disjoint and 
further, with the property that if r is a subgroup, r C U U’ + L ‘, then r C {L i}. (Discrete 
i=_-m 
subgroups of Lie groups have neighborhoods with these properties: by discreteness there is a 
closed exponential neighborhood V’, all of whose translates are disjoint, and then one may take 
U’ = f V'). Then by the remark above, U’ corresponds to a neighborhood U of xo in M”. 
Let L’ = L +X be a C”-small perturbation of L such that supp X C U’. We first observe 
that this perturbation isrealised by a C-small perturbation of F to F’. If {S = So, S1 = F(S), . . . , 
Sk_, = F(Sk-*)} is the orbit of S, and {W”(S))::: the corresponding set of disjoint stable 
manifolds, then W”(S) has the patch g 0 F-l for 05 i I k - 1. In these coordinates, 
F: Ws(Sk_I)+ W’(S) is gF(gF’-*)-I =gF’g-‘= L. Then the perturbation F’ is defined by 
F’= F: W”(Si)+ W”(Si+l), 05 i 5 k -2 and F’ =g-lLrgF’-k: W”(Sk-I)+ W’(S). 
Hence, if L’ is Cm-close to L with support in U’, F’ is Cm-close to F, and is a perturbation 
with support in F’-*(U). 
Now suppose G commutes with F’. By condition (ii) above, G permutes the orbit of S, so that 
modulo a power of F’, we may assume G(S) = S. Furthermore, modulo a power of (F’)‘, we may 
assume G(N) = Ni. 
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Because of the choice of perturbation to have support in U’, there is a diffeomorphism H of 
R” such that HLH-’ = L’, where H is defined by 
m 
H(x) = x, x E v L_‘(U) 
and 
H(x) zz (L r)--(r+l)L(r+‘)(x), x E L_‘(U) 
Hence, if M = gGg_’ commutes with L’ = HLH-‘, H-‘MH commutes with L and so is in % ; in 
particular, M has a linear germ at all points x such that x,M(x) 65 supp (H). Let x = g(xo) and 
M&(x0)) E supp H > supp X. Then the equation for commuting (about x0) is ML’ = L’M or 
M(L + X) = LM. Taking the second derivative of this equation, and using D* (linear map) = 0, 
we obtain M 0 D’X = L 0 D*M (about g(xO)) or, 
D2X g<xoj = M-‘LD*Mm. (1) 
Since G(N) = Ni, we now look at G: W”(N)+ W”(N) in the coordinates (gl, gi). The 
commutingequationis(witht? = giGg,-’ = gi’G(gi’)-‘),LN 0 e = C? 0 LA(wheretheperturbation 
of L induces a perturbation LA of LN, with support in g,(U)). 
The same argument used above to construct H may be applied to LN’, and implies that about 
gI(xO), the germ of G is in %.,. Therefore the D*M sCxoj f equation (1) is contained in one of the 
(m) n-parameter families obtained from ZN by the appropriate coordinate changes; these 
families being (where defined), 
D2(g(gI)-‘zglg-‘)8(xo), 2 E %.I l<ilm 
The right hand side of equation (1) is contained in a 2n-parameter family in the space J2 of 
second derivatives (of dimension [n2(n + 1)]/2). The codimension is [n*(n + 1)]/2 - 2n L n 2 0 if 
n z 2, and so the families are first category in J2; we accordingly choose 0*X,,,, as small as we 
wish, but outside the families. 
Having chosen such D’X,, we must conclude that M(xo) E U’. But by the choice of U’. the 
subgroup of 3% generated by H-‘MH is trivial, so that M = I on U’. The identity principle then 
implies that G = I on M”. This concludes the proof, since modulo powers of F’, G = I. 
82. OPENNESS 
F' now has a cyclic, hence a discrete centralizer. The fact that the discreteness remains under 
C3-small perturbation of F’ is essentially a corollary of the following lemma, to the effect that the 
linearising diff eomorphism R(T) in the equation R (T)TR (T)-’ = T1 (where TI = Jacobian of T 
at 0) may be chosen to depend continuously upon T. 
Let D be a disk in R”, and C,’ the space of C” functions D + R” with the uniform 
C”-topology induced by the norm, I[fllS, = ;~p,{lD’fd I :0 I r I s}. This induces a topology on 
Diffo (R”), the group of origin-preserving C” diffeomorphisms of R”, which we denote by 
Diffb. Lastly, as in @I, let VD” denote the subspace of CD” of mappings having s-fold contact with 
0 at 0. 
LEMMA. Let L be a linear contraction of R” satisfying condition (i) of 01. Let s 2 0 then there 
is a neighborhood N of L in Diffb+’ and a continuous mapping R : N + Diffb such that if T E N, 
R(T)TR(T)-’ = T, = Jacobian of T at 0 and R(L) = I. 
Remark. The condition that T(0) = 0 is unnecessary-it can be removed by small translations. 
Proof. We adopt the language of [81. There the linearising diff eomorphism R(T) is exhibited 
as R(T)=Ro(T)+r(T), where 
(1) r(T) = k!, 9a,“(WRdT)) - I&(T)) 
(2) 9JdT is the linear operator %cf) = T,-‘fT, 9%: V,” --f V,” 
(3) Ro(T) has s’-fold contact at 0 with %(Ro(T)) for sufficiently high s’ 2 s. 
Standard estimates using the chain rule and mean value theorem show that T -+% is 
continuous (in fact Lipschitz) as a mapping DiG+Hom (VD”“, V,“). (The right hand Banach 
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space is given the sup topology). The (s + 1) is necessary because the mean value theorem is 
used. Consequently, by formula (l), the lemma will be proved if there is a mapping T+&(T) 
which is continuous in the C”” -topologies on domain and range, satisfies (3) and R(L) = I. 
Let N be small enough so that condition (i) of 01 is satisfied for all T in N. R,,(T) is an s-jet 
(viewed as a polynomial diffeomorphism) which we define inductively. The one-jet of Ro(T) is 
the identity. Suppose the s-jet has been defined with the required properties. By using a smoothly 
varying change of basis, we may assume T, is diagonal (as a complex matrix). But then formula 
17 of 181 shows that if Ro(T) is to have (S + I)-fold contact with T,-IRo(T its coefficients of 
degree (s + 1) depend continuously upon the coefficients of the (s + 1)-jet of T and the s-jet of 
R0). Since the complex jet Ro’( T) thus obtained is a complexified real jet R,,(T), (see [2, 11) this 
completes the proof. 
The lemma has the following two corollaries as far as we are concerned. 
(1) Note that because U’ corresponded to ; of an exponential disk neighborhod V’ in .?&, all 
of whose L-translates are disjoint, it had the property that any subgroup of Z& not intersecting 
V’ - U’, is discrete. This would be equally true for U’ corresponding to iv’; furthermore this 
property is then maintained for the centralizers of CL-small perturbations of F’, in the following 
sense. 
COROLLARY. If F” is C’-close to F’, and for every M’ E ?Z(F”), M’(xo) E V’ - U’, then 
5?(P) is CO-discrete. 
This follows from the lemma if we use the patch H-’ 0 g (in which (F’)’ is the linear map L). 
Choose D” C R” large enough to include V’. Because F” is C’ close to F’, L” = H-‘g(F”)kg-‘H 
is C’-close to L, hence, using the lemma, linearisable by a mapping R which is Co-close to 1. In 
fact we may suppose the Jacobian of L” diagonal (over C), so that R %(L”)R -’ = T(L) = %. If 
no element of %(F”) takes x0 into V’ - U’, no element of RZ(L”)R-’ takes R(xo) into 
R(V’- U’). For R Co-close enough to I, this implies that no element of the corresponding 
conjugate subgroup in ?& can take x0 into (1 - l )V’ - (1 + l )U’, so that this subgroup is therefore 
CO-discrete in %. Therefore %(F”) is CO-discrete. 
(2) ‘COROLLARY. Given an l , there is a C3-neighborhood N of L such that if L’ E N, 
M’ E %(L’), and M’(xo) E V’, then there is M E % such that sup ljD*M - D*M’ll< E. 
D 
The proof is again by noting that RM’R-’ E R and R is C*-close to the identity; so choose 
M = RM’R --I. 
Proof of the openness in the theorem 
Since F” is in particular a C’-small perturbation of F’, it has a source N’ close to N and a sink 
S’ close to S. If G commutes with F” and is close enough to the identity, G(N’) = N’ and 
G(S’) = S’. We want to show such G = I. 
In the coordinate g, eqn (1) written in full becomes (for M(xo) E V’) 
D*M w+xjw,,(DL + DX)f, + DM~~+xxxojD*Xxo = D2X~~x,,(DM,)* (2) 
+ D(L )MW 0 D’M, + DXwx,, 0 D’M, 
(By the remark above, we may assume D*M, comes from the family about N = NI, and not 
the other Ni). By the choice of D’X,, and by compactness of U’, the last term on the left and the 
middle term on the right have a distance apart-call it S. 
The equation corresponding to the perturbation F” is the same equation with X’ substituted 
for X and M’ for M. The claim is that for X’C’-close to X each term will differ from its 
corresponding term by <a/5, if M’(xo) E V’ - U’. 
For the first term, this difference is 
ID*&+~,xxo) 0 (DL + OX’)‘,, - D2M~~+xx,,(DL + DX):,( 
= ID~M;~+~,)(~) 0 (DL + OX’):,1 since M is linear 
5 ID*Mb+x~,,,,(IDL + DX$ 
The right factor is bounded for DX’ close to DX, and the left may be made uniformly small 
for C’-small perturbations, by the second corollary to the lemma. 
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For the second term, the difference is 
IDM:L+X’W 0 D’X; - DMu.+x,cx,, 0 D’Xd 
5 IDM;~+xxxo, 0 D’X; - DMm+x,cx,, 0 D’X&l 
+IDM ~~+x~~~xo~ 0 D’X; - DM~.+xxx,, 0 D’X$l 
+IDM w+xwo~D*Xk, - DMc+xxxc,,D2X,I 
5 ID(M’ - M)w+xxxo~ IlD’X&j + 0 + IDMIID’X:, - D’X,l 
Again, the first term may be dealth with by choosing M to satisfy the second corollary, and the 
last is clear. The same argument works for the other terms. 
Hence the perturbed equation is not satisfied for M’(xo) E V’ - U’, so by the first corollary, 
such M’ must belong to a discrete subgroup of Diff”. 
$3. AN APPLICATION 
The theorem may be used to construct structurally stable foliations of M-bundles over 
compact manifolds N such that V,(N) = an infinite abeliangroup = G. This contrasts strongly with 
the unstable foliations of [41. 
Choose a representation p: G +Diff (M) which sends one free generator gl to some F E 9, 
and all the others {gz,. . . , g,} to the identity. According to a known construction (see, for 
example, [4]), p defines a foliation of some M-bundle over N. Any C’-close (r 2 3) 
representation r? satisfies p(g,) is C’ close to F, hence in LB. Since p(gi) (2 5 i 5 r) commute with 
p(g,), and since they are close to the identity, p(gi) = Id. On the other hand, there is a 
homeomorphism h with h~(g$-’ = F, since F is Morse-Smale (see [7]). So hph-’ = p, and this 
topological conjugacy of the representations gives a topological conjugacy between the foliations 
they induce. 
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